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This SOth entry in the Harper "World perspectives" series divides all
Gual into having and being, and expends a book on transforming the
first mode of existence into the second. U is heady stuff, interesting to
reflect on, with original views of cultural figures (Meister Eckhart,
Marx, Freud), and its own prophetic drive toward the ideal. There are
always problems: Fromm's two modes are themselves abstractions, in-
evitably, subject to disadvantages he ascribes to other abstractions.
How does one provide for artistic and conceptual outreach äs meta-
physical dimensions? The dried bones of having things may not be
either the only or the really significant mode of existence, apart from
being. Still, Fromm does well with this. h is a good Step in social
dialogue, not final, but well developed and well taken. Material in the
prophetic tradition, it is subject to its limitations: i.e., it is apocalyptic
in character, not immediately getting society from Point A (the present)
to Point B (condition of salvation). Its great value is that of sharp con-
trast — the Kierkegaardian leap, so to speak. Recommended for gen-
eral readers. Fromm disciples, and cultural specialists dedicated to sal-
vation by socio-personal transformation.
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Mark Phillips
Thisstudy of the structure, language, and ther
of Guicciardini's writings is an essay in the art
reading history, designedtomaketheworkso
of italy's most famous historians more access
to the modern reader. A significant and origiric
contribution to Renaissance literary and histo
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